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Abstract

Emerging SmartNIC-based disaggregated NVMe storage has become a promising storage infrastructure due to its competitive IO performance and low cost. These SmartNIC JBOFs are shared among multiple co-resident applications, and there is a need for the platform to ensure fairness, QoS, and high utilization. Unfortunately, given the limited computing capability of the SmartNICs and the non-deterministic nature of NVMe drives, it is challenging to provide such support on today’s SmartNIC JBOFs.

This paper presents Gimbal, a software storage switch that orchestrates IO traffic between Ethernet ports and NVMe drives for co-located tenants. It enables efficient multi-tenancy on SmartNIC JBOFs using the following techniques: a delay-based SSD congestion control algorithm, dynamic estimation of SSD write costs, a fair scheduler that operates at the granularity of a virtual slot, and an end-to-end credit-based flow control channel. Our prototyped system not only achieves up to x6.6 better utilization and 62.6% less tail latency but also improves the fairness for complex workloads. It also improves a commercial key-value store performance in a multi-tenant environment with x1.7 better throughput and 35.6% less tail latency on average.

CCS Concepts

- Information systems → Flash memory; Storage management;  
- Hardware → External storage.
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1 Introduction

Storage disaggregation has gained significant interest recently since it allows for independent scaling of compute/storage capacities and achieves high resource utilization [1–4, 48]. As datacenter network speeds have transitioned to 100/200 Gbps and the NVMe-oF specification [15] that enables flash-based SSDs to communicate over a network is becoming widely adopted, a disaggregated NVMe SSD can provide microsecond-scale access latencies and millions of IOPS.

Recently, SmartNIC-based disaggregated storage solutions, such as Mellanox BlueField and Broadcom Stingray [8, 11], have emerged and become increasingly popular because of their low deployment costs and competitive IO performance compared to traditional server-based approaches. Such a storage node usually comprises a commercial-of-the-shelf high-bandwidth SmartNIC, domain-specific accelerators (like RAID), a PCIe-switch, and a collection of NVMe SSDs, supported by a standalone power supply. Consider the Broadcom Stingray solution as an example. Compared with a conventional disaggregated server node, the Stingray PS1100R storage box is much cheaper and consumes up to 52.5W active power while delivering 1.4 million 4KB random read IOPS at 75.3μs unladen latency.

Disaggregated storage is shared among multiple tenants for running different kinds of storage applications with diverse IO access patterns. An efficient multi-tenancy mechanism should maximize NVMe SSD usage, ensure fairness among different storage streams, and provide QoS guarantees without overloading the device. However, today’s SmartNIC JBOFs lack such essential support, which is non-trivial to build. First, the unpredictable performance characteristics of NVMe SSDs (which vary with IO size, read/write mix, random/sequential access patterns, and SSD conditions) make it extremely hard to estimate the runtime bandwidth capacity and per-I/O cost of the storage device. For example, as shown in Section 2.3, a fragmented SSD can only achieve 16.9% write bandwidth of a clean SSD; adding 5% writes to a read-only stream could cause a 42.6% total IOPS drop. Second, an SSD has a complex internal architecture, and its controller does not disclose the execution details of individual IO commands. This complicates the IO service time estimation of a tenant as well as the fair scheduler design. Finally, SmartNICs are wimpy computing devices. Besides driving
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1 JBOF = Just a Bunch of Flash
the full networking and storage bandwidth, the amount of available computation per-IO is bounded, i.e., 1µs and 5µs for a 4KB and 128KB read, respectively.

To address these challenges, we design and implement Gimbal, a software storage switch that orchestrates NVMe-oF commands among multiple co-located tenants. Gimbal borrows ideas from traditional networking and applies them to the domain of managing storage resources. First, Gimbal views the SSD device as a networked system and applies a delay-based congestion control mechanism to estimate its runtime bandwidth headroom. Second, it introduces the virtual slot concept and the write cost estimation logic to enable online characterization of the per-IO cost. Finally, Gimbal exposes an SSD virtual view via an end-to-end credit-based flow control and request priority tagging so that applications are able to design flexible IO prioritization, rate-limiting, and load-balancing mechanisms.

We prototype Gimbal on Broadcom Stingray PS1100R SmartNIC JBOFs and compare with previously proposed multi-tenant storage solutions with isolation mechanisms (i.e., Reflex [49], Parda [38], FlashPQ [70]). Our experiments with synthetic workloads show that Gimbal not only achieves up to 5x6.6 better utilization and 62.6% less tail latency but also improves the fairness for various complex workloads. We also ported a commercial key-value store (i.e., RocksDB) over a blobstore file system implemented on our disaggregated storage platform. Our implementation employs a hierarchical blob allocator to fully utilize a pool of storage nodes. It manages the storage load and steers read requests based on the runtime loads of the storage devices using an IO rate limiter and a load balancer. Our evaluations show that Gimbal can improve application throughput by x1.7 and reduce tail latency by 35.0% on average.

2 Background and Motivating Experiments

2.1 NVMe-over-Fabrics Protocol

NVMe-over-Fabrics (NVMe-oF) [15] is an emerging storage protocol to support disaggregation of modern memory devices (e.g., NAND, persistent RAM). It defines a common architecture that supports the NVMe block storage protocol over a range of storage network fabrics (e.g., RDMA, TCP, Fiber Channel). NVMe-oF extends the NVMe base specification [14] and the controller interface. A storage client (i.e., NVMe-oF initiator) first attaches to a storage server (also known as NVMe-oF target) and then issues NVMe commands to the remote controller. The NVMe-oF target comprises two main components: NVMe target core and fabric transport. After setting up a connection with the initiator, it creates a one-to-one mapping between IO submission queues and IO completion queues.

NVMe-over-RDMA relies on memory-mapped IO for all operations. Both the host and the device perform memory read/write of the host memory to modify the related data structures (including submission queue, completion queue, data buffer). NVMe-over-RDMA uses different RDMA verbs for initiating and fulfilling IO flows. Specifically, NVMe_SEND is used to issue a submission capsule to the target and a completion capsule back to the host. All data transfers are performed at the NVMe-oF target using RDMA_READ and RDMA_WRITE verbs. Thus, the data transfer phase requires no host-side computing cycles. Further, unlike the NVMe specification, NVMe-oF does not introduce an interrupt mechanism for the storage controller. Instead, host interrupts are generated by the host fabric interface (e.g., host bus adapter, RDMA NIC).

Concretely, the request flow of a read/write under NVMe-over-RDMA is as follows: (a) a client host sends an NVMe command capsule (including the NVMe submission queue entry and the scatter-gather address list) to an NVMe-oF target using RDMA_SEND; (b) the target process picks up commands from the submission queue. Under a write, it fetches client data via the RDMA_READ; (c) the target storage controller then performs a read or write IO execution on the SSDs; (d) in case of reads, the NVMe-oF target issues a RDMA_WRITE to transmit data from a local buffer back to the client host memory; (e) the NVMe-oF target process catches the completion signal, builds a response capsule (which contains the completion queue entry), and sends this completion capsule via RDMA_SEND. Some NVMe-oF implementations allow for inlining small data blocks (e.g., 4KB) into the capsule, reducing the number of RDMA messages and improving the IO latency.

2.2 SmartNIC JBOF

SmartNICs [5, 8, 10–13] have emerged in the datacenter recently, not only for accelerating packet manipulations and virtual switching functionalities [6, 36], but also offloading generic distributed workloads [35, 54, 58, 59]. Typically, a SmartNIC comprises general-purpose computing substrates (e.g., ARM or FPGA), an array of domain-specific accelerators (e.g., crypto engine, reconfigurable match-action table), onboard memory, and a traffic manager for packet steering. Most SmartNICs are low-profile PCIe devices that add incremental cost to the existing datacenter infrastructure and have shown the potential to expand the warehouse computing capacity cheaply.

Lately, hardware vendors have combined a SmartNIC with NVMe drives as disaggregated storage to replace traditional server-based solutions for cost efficiency. Figure 1 presents the Broadcom Stingray solution [8]. It encloses a PS1100R SmartNIC, a PCIe carrier board, a few NVMe SSDs, and a standalone power supply. The carrier board holds both the SmartNIC and NVMe drives and acts as a PCIe switch connecting the components. The SmartNIC has 8 × 3.0GHz ARM A72 CPU, 8GB DDR4-2400 DRAM (along with 16MB cache), FlexSPARX [7] acceleration engines, 100Gb NetXtreme Ethernet NIC, and PCIe Gen3 root complex controllers. The PCIe switch offers ×16 PCIe 3.0 lanes (15.75GB/s theoretical peak bandwidth), and can support either 2 × 8 or 4 × 4 PCIe bifurcation. A Stingray disaggregated storage box with four Samsung DCT983 960GB SSDs, is listed for $3228.0, with likely much lower bulk prices, and is thus much cheaper than a Xeon-based one with similar IO configurations. Unsurprisingly, it also consumes lower power than a Xeon.
disaggregated server node. The power consumption of a Stingray PS1100R storage node is 52.5W at most, nearly one-fourth of the Xeon one (192.0W). Section 5.1 describes the hardware configurations. We use a Watts Up Pro meter [17] to measure the wall power. The software stack on a SmartNIC JBOF works similar to the Xeon-based server JBOF, except that the NVMe-oF target runs on the SmartNIC wimpy cores instead of the x86 cores. The IO request processing also includes five steps as described above.

SmartNIC JBOFs achieve performance that is competitive to server JBOFs. In terms of unloaded read/write latency, we configure fio [9] with one outstanding IO and measure the average latency as we increase the request size (Figure 2). When serving random reads, the SmartNIC solution adds 1.0% latencies on average across five cases where the request size is no larger than 64KB. The latency differences rise to 20.3% and 23.3% if the IO block size is 128KB and 256KB, respectively. For sequential writes, SmartNIC execution adds only 2.7µs compared with the server, on average across all cases. We further break down the latency at the NVMe-oF target and compare the server and SmartNIC cases. We find that the most time-consuming part for both reads and writes is the NVMe command execution phase (including writing into the submission queue, processing commands within the SSD, and catching signals from the completion queue). This explains why the latencies on SmartNIC and server JBOFs are similar. For a 4KB/128KB random read, it contributes to 92.4%/86.1% and 88.8%/92.2% for server and SmartNIC, respectively.

Considering bandwidth, SmartNIC JBOF is also able to saturate the storage limit but using more cores. This experiment measures the maximum 4KB random read and sequential write bandwidth as we increase the number of cores. For each FIO configuration, we increase the IO depth to maximize throughput. As depicted in Figure 3, the server achieves 1513 KIOPS and 1316 KIOPS using two cores, respectively. In the case of the SmartNIC, it is able to serve similar read and write traffic with 3 ARM cores. One core is enough to achieve the maximum bandwidth under a large request size (i.e., 128KB).

### 2.3 Multi-tenant Disaggregated Storage

Different kinds of storage applications share disaggregated storage nodes, and therefore, we need to provide support for multi-tenancy and isolation between different workloads. Today’s NVMe SSDs provide some isolation support. For example, an NVMe namespace is a collection of logical block addresses that provides independent addressing and is accessed via the host software. However, namespaces do not isolate SSD data blocks physically, and requests to access different namespaces can still interfere.

An ideal mechanism should achieve the following goals: (1) provide fairness across tenants; (2) maintain high device utilization; (3) exhibit low computation overheads and predictable delays at the storage node. Our characterizations show that existing SmartNIC JBOFs present limited support for multi-tenancy, as multiple aspects of IO interference cause unfair resource sharing of storage throughput. In Figure 4, the victim flow issues random 4KB reads with 32 concurrent I/Os, and we inject a neighboring flow with various IO sizes, intensity, and patterns. Overall, a flow with high intensity always obtains more bandwidth regardless of the IO size and pattern. For example, the bandwidth of the neighboring flow with random 128KB reads is 377MB/s and 58.4% less than the victim’s when it has only one concurrent IO. But, it dramatically rises to 1275MB/s as the concurrent IO is increased to 8 and obtains 3.1x higher bandwidth than the victim. In addition, the bandwidth of the victim decreases significantly when the neighboring flow uses a write pattern. The victim shows 59.1% less bandwidth when the neighbor has the same IO size and intensity but performs writes. (Appendix D describes more characterizations.) We summarize below three challenges to realizing an efficient multi-tenancy mechanism for JBOFs.

**Issue 1: IO throughput capacity varies unpredictably with workload characteristics** (e.g., random v.s. sequential, read v.s. write, IO size) and SSD conditions. Modern NVMe SSDs favor sequential access due to request coalescing and write-ahead logging [21, 29]. Under the disaggregated setting, the overall IO access patterns become much more random due to request inter-leaving (i.e., IO blunder effect) and impact the IO throughput. SSDs also experience read/write interference. To minimize NAND access contention, an SSD distributes reads/writes across different data channels and NAND chips [31, 34]. Writes are usually slower than reads (unless they are directly served from the SSD controller write buffer) and incur the erase-before-write penalty. A flash page has to clear its data blocks before accepting new values. This causes the write amplification problem [21], where the actual amount of data written to the storage media is more than the intended size. Further, SSDs present asymmetric performance under different IO sizes due to NAND access granularity and die-level parallelism. For example, on a Samsung DCT983 960GB SSD, 128KB read could achieve 3.2GB/s, while the 4KB one maxes out at 1.6GB/s.

The SSD condition, typically characterized by the number of clean flash pages and their location distribution, depends on the previous write history. An SSD uses a flash translation layer (FTL) that maps logical blocks to physical blocks. A new write appends to a pre-erased block first. To improve the write performance and endurance, it also employs wear leveling (i.e., balancing the program/erase cycles among all data blocks) [21, 81] and garbage collection [21, 68] (i.e., replenishing valid blocks), which complicates estimating the SSD condition. When the SSD is highly fragmented, there are fewer free blocks, and garbage collections are often triggered, which hurts both write and read performance (described in Appendix A).

**Issue 2: Per-IO cost changes drastically with not only read and write mix but also IO concurrency and IO size.** An IO will be delayed when there is execution contention at the SSD controller, head-of-line blocking at the device queue, access contention at the NAND channel/chip/die, or SSD internal activities (e.g., garbage collection). SSD vendors are hesitant to disclose the device execution statistics, making it hard to identify the per-IO cost. This complicates fair IO resource allocations among multiple tenants. Previous studies [49, 60, 73] apply approximate offline-profiled IO cost models, which cannot accurately capture the SSD’s dynamic runtime state.

**Issue 3: Fairness in a multi-tenant disaggregated storage means that each tenant should receive the same amount of request service time from an SSD controller.** The controller’s request service time is opaque to the host software stack, complicating the IO scheduler design. Even though modern NVMe SSDs apply a multi-queue interface [26, 47, 75] for multiplexing and multicore
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Figure 2: Read/write latency comparison between SmartNIC and Server JBOFs.

Figure 3: Read/write throughput as increasing the number of cores on server and SmartNIC JBOFs.

scalability, the device usually schedules requests among IO queues in a simple round-robin fashion, impeding the fairness support. Prior works [49, 60, 64, 70, 78] apply deficit/weighted round-robin scheduling or its variants to issue IOs from different tenants. In such approaches, determining an operation’s deficit value/weight is vital to achieving fairness. However, as discussed above, simply using IOPS, bandwidth (bytes/s), or some other synthetic static metrics (such as virtual IOPS [73], approximate IO cost mode [60], or SLO-aware token [49]), cannot capture the exact IO execution time. For example, consider a 4KB random read stream mixed with a 64KB one with the same type and IOPS (Figure 20 in Appendix). If we use IOPS as the metric, these two streams achieve 91.0MB/s and 1473.0MB/s, indicating that larger IOs dominate the SSD execution; if we use bandwidth instead, smaller IOs could submit four times more requests. Some other works proposed timeslice-based IO schedulers (e.g., Argon [77], CFQ [25], FIOS [70]) that provide time quanta with exclusive device access. These approaches not only violate the responsiveness under high consolidation but also ignore the fact that the IO capacity is not constant (as discussed above).

2.4 Challenges of SmartNIC-based Disaggregation

SmartNICs have wimpy computing cores compared with the server case. When achieving the same storage load, the request tail latency on SmartNIC JBOFs is higher. For example, the 99.9th latency is 34/66µs on server/SmartNIC if serving ~3000MB/s 4KB sequential writes. To fully drive the storage read/write bandwidth, SmartNICs have little computing headroom for each IO request. We evaluate the achieved bandwidth of 4KB/128KB random read and sequential write as we add to the per-IO processing cost (Figure 16 in Appendix). We use all NIC cores in this case. The maximum tolerable latency limit is 1µs and 5µs for 4KB read and write requests, respectively. However, if the request size is 128KB, one can add at most 5µs and 10µs of execution cost for reads and writes without bandwidth loss. Thus, we can only add minimal computation for each storage IO, and the amount of offloading depends on the storage traffic profile.

Fortunately, as we demonstrate in this work, the limited SmartNIC computing capabilities are sufficient to realize a software storage switch and equip it with QoS techniques along the ingress/egress data planes for IO orchestration.

3 SmartNIC as a Switch

This section describes our design and implementation of Gimbal, a software storage switch with efficient multi-tenancy support (i.e., high utilization, low latency, and fairness) for SmartNIC JBOFs.

We first describe its high-level architecture and then discuss each system component in detail.

3.1 Overview

Figure 5 presents the overall architecture of the software storage switch, inspired by today’s SAN switches [18, 19]. It comprises per-SSD pipelines that orchestrate IO flows between NIC ports and NVMe SSDs. Each pipeline is equipped with three major components: (1) IO scheduler at the ingress, which provides per-tenant priority queueing and executes IOs in a deficit round-robin fashion (DRR) using a normalized IO unit (called a virtual slot). It exposes a fair queueing abstraction; (2) delay-based congestion control mechanism at the egress, which measures the storage bandwidth availability and monitors the SSD load status using IO completion time at runtime. In addition, it employs a rate pacing engine to mitigate congestion and IO burstiness during submission; (3) write-cost estimator, dynamically calibrating the SSD write cost based on latency and providing this information to other system components. It implements an approximate performance model that adapts to the workload and SSD conditions.

The switch runs across one or several dedicated SmartNIC cores and listens on active NIC ports. Similar to other works [49], a tenant contains an RDMA pair (for request send/receive) and an NVMe pair (for storage command submission/completion). Gimbal focuses on enabling efficient SSD sharing and relies on the remote transport protocol (e.g., RDMA) to address in-network contention.

3.2 Delay-based SSD Congestion Control

An SSD has a complex internal architecture. To estimate its instantaneous capacity headroom, we take a black-box approach and borrow the congestion control mechanism from the networking domain. Specifically, we view the SSD as a networked system, where the controller, circuitry, and NAND chips behave as a router, connection pipes, and end-hosts, respectively. Thus, one can use a TCP-like probing technique to measure its available bandwidth. However,
this is non-trivial because (1) the SSD internal parallelism is unknown due to the FTL mapping logic and IO request interference; (2) housekeeping operations (such as garbage collection) are unpredictable and consume a non-deterministic amount of bandwidth when triggered; (3) an SSD is a lossless system without request drops. Therefore, we develop a customized delay-based congestion control algorithm to address these challenges.

Traditional delay-based algorithms (e.g., TCP Vegas [27]) use the measured RTT to calculate the actual bandwidth and take the bandwidth difference (between actual and expected) as a congestion signal to adjust its transmission window. However, the bandwidth metric is ineffective for SSDs because of their opaque parallelism [28, 45]. An SSD employs multiple NAND channels, planes, and dies to improve its bandwidth so that concurrent IO requests could execute in parallel and complete independently. Thus, the IO latency might not be indicative of the consumed SSD bandwidth. Further, a modern SSD usually applies a 4KB-page based mapping mechanism. It splits a large IO into multiple 4KB chunks and then spreads them to different channels as much as possible. Consequently, the latency is not linear with the IO size, and different sized IOs would achieve different maximum bandwidths.

Instead, we explore the direct use of the IO latency as the feedback (like Swift [50]) and take the latency difference between measured and target levels as a congestion signal. This is motivated by our observation that the SSD access latency is very sensitive to the device load and has an impulse response to the congestion (see Figure 17 in Appendix). A key question to realizing this mechanism is determining the latency threshold. We start with a fixed value (e.g., 2ms) and measure the average achieved latency using EWMA (Exponential Weighted Moving Average), where \( \alpha \) denotes the weight. We find that 2ms fixed threshold is only effective for large IOs (like 64/128KB) but cannot capture the congestion for small IOs promptly. Reducing the threshold (e.g., <1ms) would also not work because it hurts the device utilization. Therefore, we propose a dynamic latency threshold scaling method. It works similar to Reno’s congestion control logic [63] for the latency threshold. Specifically, we set up the minimum and maximum threshold and adjust the value based on the EWMA IO latency using,

\[
\text{Thres}(t) = \text{Thres}(t-1) - \alpha \times \left( \text{Thres}(t-1) - \text{Latency}_{\text{ewma}} \right)
\]

When the EWMA latency approaches the threshold, it promptly detects a latency increase. Once the EWMA IO latency exceeds the current threshold, it generates a congestion signal, and the threshold is increased to the midpoint of the current and the maximum threshold by \( \text{Thres}(t) = \left( \text{Thres}(t-1) + \text{Thres}_{\text{max}} \right)/2 \). Consequently, Gimbal gets the congestion signal more frequently if the EWMA latency is close to the maximum threshold or grows rapidly. Tuning the min/max threshold should consider the efficiency of congestion detection, device utilization, convergence time, as well as the flash media characteristics (i.e., SLC/MLC/TLC).

### 3.3 Rate Control Engine

Under a congestion signal, Gimbal applies a rate pacing mechanism to decide the IO submission rate. Traditional congestion window-based approaches are ineffective due to the following reasons. First, since a storage stream contains IOs of various sizes and types, the same window size (i.e., outstanding bytes) would result in different bandwidths for different IO patterns. Second, a short burst of write IOs absorbed by the SSD internal write buffer would cause a significant increase of the available window size. As a result, more IOs would be submitted, overwhelming the device’s capability, and the congestion control system would suffer from performance fluctuations. We instead use a rate pacing mechanism with a token bucket algorithm to address this issue. Further, since the single bucket approach would submit write IOs at a wrong rate (i.e., the read rate) and cause severe latency increments, Gimbal employs a dual token bucket algorithm that consists of separate buckets for reads and writes (see Appendix C.1).

We define four congestion states based on the latency thresholds (\( \text{Thresh}_{\text{max}}, \text{Thresh}_{\text{min}}, \text{Thresh}_{\text{cur}} \)) and the measured EWMA latency (\( \text{Lat}_{\text{ewma}} \)), and adjust the target submission rate upon each IO completion. Specifically, these four states are: overloaded (\( \text{Lat}_{\text{ewma}} \geq \text{Thresh}_{\text{max}} \)), congested (\( \text{Thresh}_{\text{cur}} < \text{Lat}_{\text{ewma}} < \text{Thresh}_{\text{max}} \)), congestion avoidance (\( \text{Thresh}_{\text{min}} < \text{Lat}_{\text{ewma}} < \text{Thresh}_{\text{cur}} \)), and under-utilized (\( \text{Lat}_{\text{ewma}} < \text{Thresh}_{\text{min}} \)).

For the congestion avoidance and congested states, Gimbal incrementally changes the target rate to either probe for more bandwidth or lower the offered load. The rate is increased/decreased by the IO completion size for the congestion avoidance/congested state. For the overloaded state, the rate is immediately adjusted to be lower than the IO completion rate, and Gimbal discards the remaining tokens in the buckets to avoid a bursty submission. Gimbal periodically measures the completion rate for this. In addition, Gimbal increases the target rate at a faster rate when it observes the underutilized state (parameter \( \beta \) in Algorithm 1).

Gimbal handles the overloaded and under-utilized states in the above manner because the incremental adjustments are meaningful only when the IO pattern doesn’t change; incremental adjustments will not converge fast enough for dynamic IO patterns. Specifically, the maximum bandwidth of the SSD may differ dramatically according to the read and write mixed ratio. On a fragmented SSD (defined in Section 5.1), the random write bandwidth is about 1800MB/s while the random read bandwidth is over 1600MB/s. Consequently, the rate converges slowly if the pattern shifts from write-heavy to read-heavy. Gimbal, inspired by CUBIC[40] and TIMELY[62], adapts an aggressive probing strategy for identifying the desired operating point. This condition only appears when the target rate is insufficient to submit IO before the SSD drains most of the IOs in the internal queue. On the other hand, the target rate may exceed the maximum bandwidth enormously when the pattern shifts in the opposite direction (i.e., from read-heavy to write-heavy), resulting in the SSD performing at its peak bandwidth but with a latency higher than \( \text{Thresh}_{\text{max}} \). In this case, Gimbal first identifies the current completion rate and sets the target rate to the completion rate. It then further reduces the target rate by an amount equal to that of the size of the completed IO. As a consequence, Gimbal holds the target rate to be lower than that of the SSD’s peak capacity until the SSD drains the queued IOs and starts exhibiting a normal latency.

Algorithm 1 depicts the congestion control logic. The submission function is invoked on each request arrival and completion so that it works in a self-clocked manner. With the congestion control mechanism, the SSD maintains an average delay in a stable range providing performance comparable to the device maximum. It adjusts the IO request rate of each SSD while eliminating unnecessary
waiting time in the device’s internal queue. Crucially, it allows us to determine the performance headroom of an SSD during runtime.

3.4 Write Cost Estimation

Performance asymmetry of reads and writes is a well-known issue for NAND devices. Typically, a write consumes more resources than the same-sized read due to the write amplification caused by garbage collection. To capture this, we introduce the write cost parameter – the ratio between the achieved read and write bandwidths. For example, let the maximum read and write bandwidths (measured independently) of a given SSD be 1000MB/s and 300MB/s, respectively. The write cost is 3.3 in this case, where we assume that 700MB/s might be used to run internal tasks for the write. We cannot obtain this value directly from the SSD. Instead, we use a baseline setting as the worst case and dynamically calibrate the write cost according to the current SSD state. One can obtain write cost via a pre-calibration or from the SSD specification, so it is a fixed parameter for a specific SSD.

We update the write cost periodically in an ADMI (Additive-Decrease Multiplicative-Increase) manner. The write cost decreases by $\delta$ if the write EWMA latency is lower than the minimum latency threshold and increases to $(\text{write cost} + \text{write cost}_{\text{worst}})/2$ otherwise. This allows Gimbal to quickly converge to the worst-case when we observe latency increases. By using the latency for adjusting the write cost, Gimbal takes the SSD device optimization for writes into consideration. Specifically, an SSD encloses a small DRAM write buffer and stores user data in the buffer first before flushing it in a batch to the actual NAND at the optimal time [46]. When the write submission rate is lower than the write buffer consuming capability, writes are served immediately with consistent low latency. In this case, unlike other schemes that have only a fixed cost ratio between read and write, Gimbal reduces the cost down to 1 (i.e., write cost = 1), same as the read cost. When the write rate rises beyond the write buffer serving capacity, its latency and write cost increase.

3.5 Two-level Hierarchical IO Scheduler and Virtual slot

We define the per-IO cost of NVMe SSDs as the average occupancy of operations within the NAND per byte of transmitted data. It is not constant and is affected by numerous factors (Section 2.3). This metric reflects how an SSD controller executes different types of NAND commands, such as splitting a large request into multiple small blocks, blocking in an internal queue due to access contention, etc. The IO cost should be considered as a key evaluation parameter for determining fairness since two storage streams would consume significantly different amounts of resources in an SSD even if they achieve the same bandwidth.

IO cost is hard to measure because SSDs do not disclose detailed execution statistics of the NAND and its data channels. IO costs can also be biased by operation granularity. For instance, a large 128KB IO might be decomposed into individual 4KB requests internally and deemed complete only when all individual requests have been processed. In contrast, if we were to pipeline a sequence of 32 × 4KB operations, issuing a new one after each completion, the SSD internal queue occupancy would increase even though the observable outstanding bytes is the same with 128KB IO. We, therefore, use the notion of a virtual slot, which is a group of IOs up to 128KB in total (e.g., it might contain up to 1 × 128KB or 32 × 4KB IO commands) and manage IO completion in the granularity of virtual slots. A virtual slot completes when all operations in the slot complete. Each tenant always has the same number of virtual slots. If a tenant runs out of its virtual slots, the IO scheduler defers following IOs until one of its virtual slots completes and becomes available. Gimbal maintains the number of virtual slots per tenant at a minimum and adapts the IO cost variance according to sizes.

The virtual slot mechanism provides an upper bound on the submission rate and guarantees that any sized IO pattern obtains a fair portion of the SSD internal resource. It also addresses the deceptive idleness issue [44] (found in many work-conserving fair queuing schedulers) because an allocated slot cannot be stolen by other streams. Gimbal sets the threshold for the number of virtual slots in a single tenant to the minimum number to reach the device’s maximum bandwidth if there is only one active tenant. Virtual slots are equally distributed when more active tenants contend for the storage. Since each tenant should have at least one virtual slot to perform IOs, the total number of virtual slots may exceed the threshold under high consolidation.

---

**Algorithm 1 Congestion Control with Rate Pacing**

```plaintext
1: procedure Submission()
2:  update_token_buckets()
3:  req = DRR.dequeue()
4:  bucket ← dual_token_bucket[req.io_type]
5:  if bucket.tokens ≥ req.size then
6:     io.outstanding += 1
7:     submit_to_ssd(req)
8:  return

1: procedure Completion()
2:  state = update_latency(cpl.io_type, cpl.latency)
3:  if state == overloaded then
4:      target_rate = completion_rate
5:      discard_remain_tokens(dual_token_bucket)
6:  if state == congested or overloaded then
7:      target_rate = cpl.size
8:  else if state == congestion_avoidance then
9:      target_rate = cpl.size
10: else
11:     target_rate = $\beta \times $ cpl.size
12: return

1: procedure update_latency(io_type, latency)
2:  lat_mon ← latency monitor for io_type
3:  lat_mon.ewma = (1-$\alpha$) lat_mon.ewma_lat + $\alpha$ × latency
4:  if lat_mon.ewma-latreshmax then
5:     lat_mon.thresh = threshmax
6:  state = overloaded
7:  else if lat_mon.ewma > lat_mon.threshold then
8:     lat_mon.thresh = (lat_mon.thresh + threshmax)/2
9:  state = congested
10: else if lat_mon.ewma > threshmin then
11:     lat_mon.thresh = $\alpha T$ × (lat_mon.thresh - lat_mon.ewma)
12:     state = congestion avoidance
13: else
14:     lat_mon.thresh = $\alpha T$ × (lat_mon.thresh - lat_mon.ewma)
15:     state = underutilized
16: return state
```
Gimbal integrates the virtual slot concept into the DRR scheduler and ensures the number of slots for each tenant is the same. Similar to the fair queueing mechanism [33, 37], the DRR scheduler divides all tenants that have requests into two lists: active, where each one in the list has assigned virtual slots; deferred, where its tenants have no available virtual slots and wait for outstanding requests to be completed. Also, the scheduler sets the deficit count to zero when a tenant moves to the deferred list and does not increase the deficit counter of the tenant. Once the tenant receives a new virtual slot, it moves to the end of the active list, and the scheduler resumes increasing the deficit count. Gimbal uses a cost-weighted size for a write IO instead of the actual size (write cost \( \times \) IO size) to capture the write cost in the virtual slot. An IO can only be submitted if its deficit count is larger than the weighted size. For example, if the tenant has a 128KB write request when the system is operating under a write cost of 3, the tenant would be allowed to issue the operation only after three round-robin rounds of satisfying tenants in the active list (with each round updating the deficit count associated with the tenant).

**Per-tenant priority queues.** The ingress pipeline of Gimbal maintains priority queues for each tenant. The priority is tagged by clients and carried over NVMe-of requests. When a tenant is being scheduled within an available virtual slot, the scheduler cycles over these priority queues in a round-robin manner; uses each queue’s weights to selects IO requests from the queue, and constructs the IO request bundle. This mechanism allows clients to prioritize a latency-sensitive request over a throughput-oriented request.

### 3.6 End-to-End Credit-based Flow Control

The switch applies an end-to-end credit-based flow control between the client-side and the target-side per-tenant queue. This controls the number of outstanding IOs to a remote NVMe SSD and avoids queue buildup at the switch ingress. Unlike the networking setting, where a credit means a fixed-size data segment or a flit [23, 30], the number of credits in our case represents the amount of IO regardless of the size that a device could serve without hurting QoS. It is obtained from the congestion control module (described above). The total credit for the tenant is the number of allotted virtual slots times the IO count of the latest completed slot. A tenant submits IO if the total credit is larger than the amount of outstanding IO.

Instead of using a separate communication channel for credit exchange, we piggyback the allocated credits into the NVMe-of completion response (i.e., the first reservation field). Similar to the traditional credit-based flow control used for networking, our credit exchange/update scheme (like N23 [51, 52]) also minimizes the credit exchange frequency and avoids credit overflow. However, it differs in that our protocol (1) works in an end-to-end fashion, not hop-by-hop; (2) targets at maximizing remote SSD usage with a QoS guarantee. Algorithm 3 (in Appendix) describes the details.

### 3.7 Per-SSD Virtual View

Our switch provides a managed view of its SSDs to each tenant that indicates how much read/write bandwidth headroom is available at the target so that clients can use the SSD resource efficiently in a multi-tenant environment. In addition, it also supports IO priority tagging, which allows applications to prioritize storage operations based on workload requirements. Such a view enables applications to develop flexible mechanisms/policies, like application-specific IO scheduler, rate limiter, IO load balancer, etc. We later discuss how we integrate it into a log-structured merge-tree key-value store.

### 4 Implementation

#### 4.1 Switch Pipeline

We built Gimbal using Intel SPDK [16]. It targets the RDMA transport and extends the basic NVMe-over-Fabric target application by adding three major components: DRR IO scheduler, write cost estimator, and SSD congestion control. The overall implementations follow the shared-nothing architecture and rely on the reactor framework of SPDK. On the Broadcom Stingray platform, we find that one SmartNIC CPU (ARM A72) core is able to fully drive PCIe Gen3 \( \times \) 4-lanes SSD for any network and storage traffic profile. Therefore, Gimbal uses one dedicated CPU core to handle a specific SSD. Each switch pipeline is dedicated to a specific SSD and shares nothing with other pipelines that handle different SSDs. It runs as a reactor (i.e., kernel-bypass executor) on a dedicated SmartNIC core asynchronously and will trigger the ingress handler if incoming events come from RDMA qpair (or egress handler when an event is from the NVMe qpair). A reactor uses one or more pollers to listen to incoming requests from the network/storage. Our implementations are compatible with the existing NVMe-of protocol.

#### 4.2 Parameters of Gimbal

Gimbal is affected by the following parameters:

- **Max/Min Delay Threshold.** \( \text{Threshold}_{\text{min}} \) is an upper bound of “congestion-free” latency. It should be larger than the highest latency when there is only one outstanding IO, which is 230us on our SSD. We set \( \text{Threshold}_{\text{min}} \) to 250us. \( \text{Threshold}_{\text{max}} \) should ensure that SSDs achieve high utilization for all cases and provide sufficient flexibility to tune other parameters. We characterized this parameter by configuring different types of storage profiles and found that when saturating the bandwidth, the lowest latency is between 500us and 1000us, depending on the workload. Further, to minimize the frequency that Gimbal enters the overloaded state (Section 3.3), we set \( \text{Threshold}_{\text{max}} \) to a slightly higher value (i.e., 1500us). Since the minimum latency of the SSD is highly correlated with the NAND characteristics, the parameter values determine generally apply to other TLC-based SSDs as well. However, 3DXP, SLC, or QLC have completely different device characteristics, and we need to adjust these thresholds appropriately for such devices.

- **\( \alpha_T \), \( \alpha_D \) and \( \beta \).** \( \alpha_T \) and \( \alpha_D \) decide how frequently the congestion signal is generated. Although the higher value (e.g., \( 2^{-8} \)) has a negligible impact on the result, we set \( \alpha_D \) to \( 2^{-1} \) and speculatively generate a signal to minimize the trigger rate of the “overloaded” state. \( \alpha_T \) is used to tolerate occasional latency spikes and capture recent trends. We set it to \( 2^{-1} \). \( \beta \) determines how fast the target rate is increased in the underutilized state. We set the value to 8. Gimbal can increase the target rate to a peak value within a second (Section 3.3).

- **Number of virtual slots and the size.** Gimbal uses 128KB as the slot size as it is the de facto maximum IO size of the NVMe-of implementation. If the system supports a larger size, the value may be increased accordingly. However, such a larger virtual slot degrades fairness. The threshold of the number of virtual...
slots for a single tenant is highly related to the outstanding bytes required for the maximum sequential read bandwidth. We found that $8 \times 128$KB sequential read I/Os is the minimum to reach 3.5GB/s bandwidth. Gimbal uses the value 8 for the threshold.

- **Write cost and decrement factor** $\delta$: Write cost$_{\text{worst}}$ describes the maximum cost of a write IO on the SSD. It can be measured via a microbenchmark or simply calculated by using the maximum random read and write IOPS from the datasheet. We choose the latter way and set the parameter to 9 for the Samsung DCT983 SSD. The additive decrements factor decides how fast Gimbal reacts to observed write latencies. It should reduce the write cost only when writes are served fast from the SSD (not intermediate low write latency). We set $\delta$ to 0.5 empirically.

### 4.3 Case Study: RocksDB over Gimbal

This section describes how we support a log-structured merge-tree (LSM) key-value store (i.e., RocksDB) in a multi-tenant environment. We show how to optimize its various components using the per-SSD virtual view exposed by the storage switch.

**Overview.** RocksDB [20] is based on an LSM-tree data structure (Appendix E). We run the RocksDB over a blobstore file system in an NVMe-oF aware environment. Our modifications include a hierarchical blob allocator over a pool of NVMe-oF backends, an IO rate limiter to control outstanding read/write IOs, and a load balancer that steers read requests based on the runtime loading factor of a storage node.

**Hierarchical blob allocator.** We allocate storage blobs across a pool of remote storage nodes. Upon an allocation request, it chooses a blob from an available NVMe SSD and then updates blob address mappings. The blob address in our case includes $<$NVMe transport identifier, start LBA number, LBA amount, LBA sector size$>$. A free operation then releases allocated sectors and puts them back into the pool. Such an allocator should (1) fully use the storage capacity and provide the appropriate granularity to reduce the storage waste; (2) use a small amount of metadata for block management.

We apply a hierarchical blob allocator (HBA) to satisfy these requirements. First, there is a global blob allocator at the rack-scale that divides total storage into mega blobs (i.e., a large chunk of contiguous storage blocks, 4GB in our current implementation), and uses a bitmap mechanism to maintain availability. Within the RocksDB remote environment layer, there is a local agent performing allocation in the granularity of micro blobs (i.e., a small chunk of contiguous storage blocks, 256KB in our case). It also maintains a free micro blob list based on allocated mega blobs. A file blob allocation request is served by the local allocator first and will trigger the global allocator when the local free pool becomes empty. To minimize the IO interference impact, we employ a load-aware policy to choose a free mega/micro blob: selecting the one with the maximum credit (i.e., the least load) of the NVMe SSD.

**IO rate limiter.** Since our RocksDB is built on top of the SSD virtual view, which applies the credit-based flow control with the NVMe-oF target, it automatically supports an IO rate limiter. Specifically, a read/write request is issued when there are enough credits; otherwise, it is queued locally. Under an NVMe-oF completion response, if the credit amount is updated in the virtual view, the database will submit more requests from the queue.

**Replication and load balancing** We also built a replication mechanism to tolerate flash failures [61, 69] and a load balancer to improve remote read performance. Each file has a primary and a shadow copy that is spread across different remote backends. When there is an allocation request (during file creation/resize), we will reserve primary and secondary microblobs from two different backends in the HBA. If any of their local pools run out of microblobs, a megablob allocation request is triggered. A write operation will result in two NVMe-oF writes and is completed only when the two writes finish. In terms of read, since there are two data copies, RocksDB will issue a read request to the copy whose remote SSD has the least load. We simply rely on the number of allocated credits to decide the loading status on the target. As described before, since credit is normalized in our case, the one with more credits is able to absorb more read/write requests.

## 5 Evaluation

### 5.1 Experiment Methodology

**Testbed setup.** Our testbed comprises a local rack-scale RDMA-capable cluster with 8x6 servers and Stingray P51100R storage nodes, connected to a 100Gbps Arista 716032-CQ switch. Each server has two Intel Xeon processors, 64/96GB memory, and a 100Gbps dual-port Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC via PCIe 3.0 $\times$ 16-lanes. Section 2.2 describes the Stingray setup, and we configure it to use 4 $\times$ NVMe SSDs. We use Samsung DCT983 960GB NVMe SSDs for all experiments unless otherwise specified. We run CentOS 7.4 on Intel machines and Ubuntu 16.04 on Stingray nodes, where their SPDK version is 19.07 and 19.10, respectively.

**Comparison Schemes.** We compare Gimbal against the following multi-tenancy solutions designed for shared storage. Since none of these systems target NVMe-oF, we ported these systems onto SmartNIC JBOFs and tailored them to our settings.

- **ReFlex** [49], enables fast remote Flash access over Ethernet. It applies three techniques: kernel-bypass dataplane executor for IO request processing, SLO-based request management, and DRR-like QoS-aware scheduler. We implemented their scheduler model within the SPDK NVMe-oF target process and used the proposed curve-fitting method to calibrate the SSD cost model.

- **Parda** [38], enforces proportional fair share of remote storage among distributed hosts. Each client regulates the IO submission based on the observed average IO latency. We emulated Parda at the NVMe-oF client-side and applied a similar flow control. To obtain the IO RTT, we encode a timestamp into the NVMe-oF submission command and piggy it back upon completion.

- **FlashFQ** [70], is a fair queueing IO scheduler. It applies the start-time fair queueing mechanism [37] and combines two techniques to mitigate IO interference and deceptive idleness: throttled dispatching and dynamically adjusting the virtual start time based on IO anticipation. It uses a linear model to calculate the virtual finish time. We implemented these techniques and calibrated the parameters (including the dispatching threshold and model) based on our SSD.

**SSD and Workloads.** We emulate two SSD conditions: **Clean-SSD**, pre-conditioned with 128KB sequential writes; **Fragment-SSD**, pre-conditioned with 4KB random writes for multiple hours. They present different “bathtub” characteristics (Figure 14). We use a
variety of synthetic FIO [9] benchmarks to evaluate different aspects of Gimbal and compare with the other three approaches. We set the maximum outstanding I/Os (i.e., queue depth or QD) 4 and 32 to 128KB and 4KB workloads, respectively. All read workloads in the microbenchmark are random, while 128KB write is sequential and 4KB write is random. We re-condition the SSD with the same pattern before each test. We use YCSB [32] for the RocksDB evaluation.

**Evaluation metric.** When multiple applications run simultaneously over an SSD, the bandwidth allocated to each application depends on its storage profile and may differ from each other significantly. To examine fairness quantitatively, we propose the term fair utilization or $f$-Util as a worker-specific normalized utilization ratio. As shown below, it is calculated by dividing the per-worker achieved bandwidth over its standalone maximum bandwidth when it runs exclusively on the SSD, and the ideal ratio is 1.

$$\text{f-Util}(i) = \frac{\text{per_worker_bw}(i)}{\text{standalone_max_bw}(i)/\text{total}_\#_of_\text{workers}}$$

### 5.2 Utilization

We run 16 workers of the same workload (i.e., standalone benchmark) to evaluate the utilization of each scheme. Figure 6 describes the standalone bandwidth of workloads and their average latency. Gimbal performs similarly to the FlashFQ on both Clean-SSD and Fragment-SSD but outperforms ReFlex on Clean-SSD by x2.4 and x6.6 for read and write, respectively. It also outperforms Parda on Fragment-SSD by x2.6 in the read utilization. This is mainly because our SSD congestion control mechanism can estimate the accurate bandwidth headroom so that the scheduler submits just the right amount of I/Os. The offline-profiled cost model (used by ReFlex) overestimates the IO cost for writes and large IOs, resulting in lower throughput. Parda fails to reach the maximum bandwidth in the 4KB read workload on Fragment-SSD because the end-to-end RTT between clients and NVMe-oF targets in Parda is too large to detect both the throughput capacity and congestion. In terms of latency, FlashFQ is a work-conserving SFQ scheduler and will issue much more I/Os to the SSD without considering the request QoS. Gimbal keeps the latency low by employing the credit-based flow control and performs similar to the Parda for Clean-SSD. The write latency of Gimbal on Fragment-SSD is higher than Parda by x3.4, but it outperforms other schemes by x9 on average. Note that Gimbal does not improve the read latency for Fragment-SSDs because the maximum number of outstanding I/Os in the workload is the same as the total credit count for the tenant.

### 5.3 Fairness

**Different IO Sizes.** On our testbed, the maximum 128KB random read performance on Clean-SSD (3.16GB/s) is 89% higher than the 4KB read performance (1.67GB/s). We run the benchmark with 16-workers of 4KB read and 4-workers of 128KB read. Figure 7a and 7d present the bandwidth of one worker for each IO size and the $f$-Util for each scheme. We define the utilization deviation as $\text{actual}_\text{Util} - \text{ideal}_\text{Util}$ to identify how each tenant achieves its fair bandwidth share. Gimbal shows the closest bandwidth to the ideal value and the utilization deviation of the 128KB IO case is x2.1, x8.7, and x6.4 less than ReFlex, FlashFQ, and Parda, respectively (x1.9, x4.1 and x7.1 for 4KB). Unlike other schemes, Gimbal considers the cost difference in the virtual slot mechanism so that it is able to allocate 22.0% more bandwidth for 128KB IO in the experiment. The IO cost in ReFlex is proportional to the request size and shows the same bandwidth for both cases.

**Different IO Types.** In this experiment, we run 16 workers for each read and write and compare the $f$-Util of each scheme. The Clean-SSD case executes 128KB sequential read and 128KB random write, while the Fragment-SSD one contains 4KB random read and 4KB random write. Figure 7b, 7c, 7e and 7f describe the aggregated read/write bandwidth and $f$-Util. Gimbal only shows a difference of 13.8% for Clean-SSD and 3.8% for Fragment-SSD between read and write $f$-Util, and outperforms ReFlex, FlashFQ, and Parda by x12.8, x10.4 and x7.5 on Clean-SSD (x4.2, x184.2 and x330.2 on Fragment-SSD), respectively. Gimbal improves the fair bandwidth allocation for read/write cases because it addresses the cost of different IO types and the SSD conditions with the virtual slot and the write cost mechanism. Note that Gimbal shows a lower utilization on Clean-SSDs because the congestion control prevents the latency from growing beyond the maximum threshold. Parda fails to allot the read bandwidth on Fragment-SSD since the write latency for small IO size is not correlated to the IO cost (possibly lower than the same-sized read latency). The linear model of FlashFQ does not provide fairness in modern SSDs, and the read and write bandwidths are the same on both Clean-SSD and Fragment-SSD. ReFlex has a fixed pre-calibrated model, irrespective of SSD conditions, and limits the write bandwidth substantially on Clean-SSD. As a result, it only works on Fragment-SSD; it would require re-calibration of the model in an online manner to adapt to SSD conditions.

### 5.4 Latency

Figures 8 presents the average and tail latency of different IO types from the previous experiment (i.e., read and write mixed workload). We report the end-to-end average, 99th and 99.9th latency including in-network queueing delay along the data path as well as the request execution time. Gimbal not only maximizes the SSD usage but also provides the best service guarantee compared with Parda. The benefits mainly come from the fact Gimbal can (1) balance the number of outstanding reads and writes to mitigate the IO interference at the device; (2) use credits to control the request rate. On average, compare with Parda, Gimbal reduces the 99th read and write latency by 48.6% and 57.1% for a Clean-SSD (57.5% and 62.6% for a Fragment-SSD). Parda shows an average latency lower than Gimbal on Fragment-SSD, but it suffers from poor utilization and imbalanced resource allocation. The IO RTT observed by the client alone is not sufficient to avoid the congestion on the shared SSD, and Gimbal outperforms Parda in the 99th and 99.9th latency across...
all workloads. FlashFQ and ReFlex have no flow control mechanisms and incur high latencies under high worker consolidation or a large number of outstanding I/Os.

5.5 Dynamic Workloads

This experiment changes the workload dynamically and demonstrates the importance of estimating the dynamic write cost. We initiate 8 read workers at the beginning of the experiment and add a write worker at a 5-second interval until the number of read and write workers becomes the same (i.e., 8 read and 8 write workers run simultaneously at the maximum congestion). We then drop one read worker at a time at the same interval. Additionally, we limit the maximum I/O rate of the single worker to 200MB/s and 60MB/s for read and write, respectively. This simulates an application with a specific I/O rate.

Figure 9 shows the bandwidth over time for each worker and the latency for each I/O type. Gimbal shows that it adapts to the workload characteristics and can accelerate write I/Os accordingly. The first write worker benefits from the internal write buffer so that the most I/Os complete immediately. The latency thus is about 70 usec (i.e., less than the minimum latency threshold) on average, while the average read latency is about 1000 usec at the same moment. As discussed in Section 3.4, Gimbal reduces the write cost to 1 and benefits from the SSD device optimization for writes in this case. After the second writer arrives, the write rate starts to exceed the capability of the internal buffer and the latency grows more than 10 times. Gimbal detects such a latency change at runtime and increases the write cost. As a result, the bandwidth for write workers converges to the fair bandwidth share.

5.6 Application Performance

In this experiment, we run 24 RocksDB instances over three SmartNIC JBOFs that are configured with different mechanisms on fragmented SSDs. As described before, we enhanced RocksDB with a rate limiter and a read load balancer. We report the aggregated throughput and average/99.9th latency (Figure 10). On average, across five benchmarks, Gimbal outperforms ReFlex, Parda, and FlashFQ by x1.7, x2.1, x1.3 in terms of throughput, and reduces the average/99.9th latency by 34.9%/48.0%, 54.7%/30.2%, 20.1%/26.8%, respectively. Among them, YCSB-A and YCSB-F (i.e., update-heavy and read-modify-write) workloads benefit the most while YCSB-C (i.e., read-only) observes the least performance improvements. This is because Gimbal can schedule a mix of read/write I/Os more efficiently to maximize the SSD performance.

Scalability. We used the same RocksDB configuration and scaled the number of RocksDB instances over three SmartNIC JBOFs (as above). Figures 11 and 12 present throughput and average read latency, respectively. YCSB-A, YCSB-B, and YCSB-D max out their performance with 20 instances, while YCSB-F achieves the max throughput under 16 instances. For example, the average read latency of YCSB-F with 24 DB instances increases by 38.1% compared with the 16 instance case. YCSB-C is a read-only workload, where 24...
instances still cannot saturate the NVMe-oF target read bandwidth, and the average read latency varies little.

**Virtual view enabled optimizations.** This experiment examines how the virtual view provided by Gimbal could help improve the application performance. We followed the above RocksDB setting and ran 8 DB instances (from two client servers) over one SmartNIC JBOF. Figure 13 presents the read tail latency of five benchmarks comparing three cases (i.e., vanilla w/o optimizations, w/ flow control, w/ flow control and load balancing). On average, across the five workloads, the IO rate limiter enabled via our credit scheme reduces the 99.9th latencies by 28.2% compared with the vanilla one. The request load balancer, which could choose one replica that has more bandwidth, further reduces the tail by 18.8%.

### 5.7 Overheads

We evaluate the overhead of Gimbal in two ways. First, we compare the average CPU cycles of the submission and completion procedure with a vanilla SPDK NVMe-oF target on SmartNIC. As shown in Table 1a, Gimbal adds 37.5-62.5% more cycles to realize the storage switch. Although Gimbal adds some overhead on average in the pipeline, it does not hurt the performance for PCIe Gen3 SSD as discussed in Section 2.4. Future PCIe Gen4 SSDs could achieve ~7GB/s bandwidth or 1 MIOPS. We run the 4KB read benchmark with a NULL device (which does not perform actual IO and returns immediately) to measure the maximum IOPS of Gimbal on SmartNIC. Gimbal performs 821 KIOPS with 1 SmartNIC core. Gimbal could support a multi-core implementation if one can distribute the active tenants to each core in a balanced manner. For example, we extend the experiment to the 4-core case and find that Gimbal achieves 2446 KIOPS, indicating that SmartNIC-based Gimbal can support next-generation SSDs. We also expect Gimbal to scale up with future powerful ARM cores or specialized engines.

### 5.8 Generalization

This experiment evaluates how Gimbal performs on a different type of SSD. We run the same microbenchmark (Section 5.3) using Intel DC P3600 1.2TB model. This SSD uses 2-bit MLC NAND, presenting 33.5% lower 128KB read (2.1GB/s) and 35.0% higher 4KB random write (243MB/s) in terms of bandwidth. We tune the \( \text{Thresh}_{\text{max}} \) to 3ms for better read utilization as it achieves higher tail latency than DCT983 for 128KB read. Gimbal adapts the characteristics of the SSD and performs similarly to the DCT983 case in terms of the \( f_{-\text{Util}} \). Specifically, it shows 0.63 and 0.72 of \( f_{-\text{Util}} \) for read and write under the clean condition and 0.58 and 0.90 for read and write under the fragmented condition.

We also run Gimbal on Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPU and compare the overhead with the vanilla SPDK. Gimbal performs 10.8% lower (1368 KIOPS) than the vanilla SPDK (1533 KIOPS) for 4KB read performance with the NULL device, similar to the result on SmartNIC.

### 5.9 Summary

Table 2 summarizes the high-level differences between Gimbal and the other approaches. Gimbal outperforms the other approaches because it dynamically estimates the available bandwidth and IO costs for each storage device based on current conditions and workloads, performs fine-grained fair queuing at the NVMe-oF target across tenants, and uses credit-based flow control to adjust the client behavior. The other approaches lack one or more such support. For example, ReFlex and FlashFQ use an approximate offline-profiled SSD cost model that hurts scheduling efficiency. They also don’t
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regulate client-side IOs, causing significant delays. Parda employs a client-side mechanism, which uses the end-to-end delay as the congestion signal for its flow control, and performs limited fair queuing within a server without coordination with other hosts. Such a high latency feedback control loop is unsuitable for low-latency high-bandwidth NVMe SSDs.

6 Related Work and Discussion

Shared storage with QoS guarantee. Prior work has explored how to achieve high device utilization and fairness for local and remote shared storage [38, 42, 49, 60, 64, 65, 70, 73, 76, 77]. As discussed in Section 5, these approaches cannot precisely estimate the IO capacity (under different SSD conditions) and per-IO cost (under various mixed workloads), causing inefficiencies when applied to the NVMe-oF-based disaggregated setting. There are also some timeslice-based IO schedulers (e.g., CFQ [25], Argon [77]) that allocate time quanta for fairness and provide tenant-level exclusive access. They usually target millisec-scale slow storage and would hurt responsiveness, utilization, and fairness when used with fast NVMe SSDs. Recently, researchers have tried to leverage ML techniques (e.g., a light neural network) to predict the per-IO performance [41]. The predicted result is a binary model (indicating if an IO is fast or slow) and can only help improve the admission control of storage applications for predictable performance, which is insufficient to achieve fairness. IOFlow [76] proposes a software-defined architecture for enforcing end-to-end policies of storage IOs running in the data center. It adds queuing abstractions along the data plane and relies on a centralized controller for translating policies to queuing rules. We believe Gimbal can serve as one of its execution stages at the storage server.

Remote storage IO stacks. Researchers [48] have characterized the performance of iSCSI-based disaggregated storage and proposed optimization opportunities, such as parallel TCP protocol processing, NIC TSO offloading, jumbo frames, and interrupt affinity pinning. ReFlex [49] provides a kernel-bypass data-plane to remove the NVMe storage processing stack, along with a credit-based QoS scheduler. Also, i10 [43] is an efficient in-kernel TCP/IP remote storage stack using dedicated end-to-end IO paths and delayed doorbell notifications. Researchers [39] have also characterized the server-based NVMe-oF performance. Our work targets SmartNIC JBOFs that use NVMe-oF protocols.

Disaggregated storage architecture. New hardware designs have been proposed to address the limitations of existing disaggregation designs. Sergey et al. [53] proposes four kinds of in-rack storage disaggregation (i.e., complete, dynamic elastic, failure, and configuration disaggregation) and explores their tradeoffs. Shaol [72] is a power-efficient and performant network fabric design for disaggregated racks built using fast circuit switches. LeapIO [55] provides a uniform address space across the host Intel x86 CPU and ARM-based co-processors in the runtime layer and exposes the virtual NVMe driver to an unmodified guest VM. As a result, ARM cores can run a complex cloud storage stack. We focus on emerging SmartNIC-based disaggregated storage solutions.

Programmable packet scheduling. Researchers have explored new HW/SW programmable packet schedulers. PIFO [74] proposes a push-in first-out queue that enables packets to be pushed into an arbitrary position based on their calculated rank and dequeued from the head. PIEO [71] then improves PIFO scalability and expressiveness via two capabilities: providing each scheduling element a predicate; dequeuing the packet with the smallest index from a subset of the entire queue. SP-PIFO [22] further approximates the PIFO design via coarse-grained priority levels and strict FIFO queues. It dynamically adjusts the priority range of individual queues by modifying the queuing threshold. PANIC [56] combines PIFO with a load balancer and a priority-aware packet dropping mechanism to explore efficient multi-tenancy support on SmartNICs. Carousel [66] and Eiffel [67] are two efficient software packet schedulers, which rely on a timing wheel data structure and bucketed integer priority for fast packet operations. Compared with these studies, a key difference is that Gimbal focuses on scheduling storage IO requests among NVMe SSDs instead of individual packets. Exposing programmability from the Gimbal traffic manager to realize flexible scheduling policies will be our future work.

Emerging storage media. QLC NAND has gained significant attention because of its cost and capacity advantage over TLC. However, its performance characteristic is worse than TLC, presenting a higher degree of read and write asymmetry [57]. We expect the techniques introduced by Gimbal could also apply to QLC SSDs. Gimbal could also support the 3DXP device. However, it is suitable for a local cache rather than the disaggregated storage [80]. 3DXP also provides a similar performance of read and write with in-place update [79] and might not benefit from Gimbal as much as NAND devices.

Hardware-accelerated Gimbal. The pipelined architecture of Gimbal has a standard interface for both ingress and egress and can be plugged into any hardware-accelerated NVMe-oF implementation. In addition, Gimbal itself is portable to a hardware logic with ease using a framework such as Tonic [24].

7 Conclusion

This paper presents Gimbal, a software storage switch that enables multi-tenant storage disaggregation on SmartNIC JBOFs. Gimbal applies four techniques: a delay-based congestion control mechanism for SSD bandwidth estimation, a new IO cost measurement scheme, a two-level hierarchical I/O scheduling framework, and an end-to-end credit-based flow control along with an exposed SSD virtual view. We design, implement, and evaluate Gimbal on the Broadcom Stingray PS1100R platforms. Our evaluations show that Gimbal can maximize the SSD usage, ensure fairness among multiple tenants, provide better QoS guarantees, and enable multi-tenancy aware performance optimizations for applications. This work does not raise any ethical issues.
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Appendix A  Additional SSD characteristics

Figure 14 demonstrates the performance impact of write amplification by comparing two conditions: SSDs pre-conditioned with large sequential (clean) and random IO (fragmented) patterns. Adding 5% writes reduces the overall IOPS by 42.6% in the fragmented case. Compared to the clean case, the fragmented one achieves 16.9% and 17.8% of the throughput of write-only and 90/10 W/R scenarios, respectively.

Figure 15 compares the unloaded latency in a clean SSD v.s. three other scenarios for different IO sizes. On average, across these cases, fragmented SSD, 70/30 read/write mix, and 8 concurrent IOs cause 52.0%, 83.6%, and 80.5% latency increase, respectively. Larger IOs (e.g., 128/256KB) observe more degradation as they are more likely to contend with other requests.

Appendix B  Dynamics of Congestion Control

In this section, we provide experimental results that illustrate the following aspects of SSD behavior: (a) delay as a function of SSD load, (b) dynamic latency threshold determined by the congestion control algorithm, and (c) bandwidth capability estimated by the congestion control algorithm.

As shown in Figure 17, the observed latency increases dramatically when the load exceeds the throughput capacity. With the congestion control algorithm, the SSD maintains an average delay in a stable range, providing throughputs close to the device maximum. We plot the typical behavior of the congestion control algorithm as it adapts the delay threshold based on observed latencies. Figure 18 shows the latency threshold according to the EWMA latency. As the number of outstanding IO increases, the EWMA latency begins to exceed the threshold, and hit the threshold more frequently as expected.

Appendix C  Additional Details of the Gimbal Switch

We now describe some more implementation details of the software storage switch. We describe how to manage virtual slots, how to handle heterogeneity in request bundle sizes caused by the write tax and how the system maintains lists of tenants with requests. We then provide the pseudocode of the scheduling algorithm.

Active and deferred list. Our scheduler calls a function on every IO submission and is also triggered as a callback function when there is an IO completion event. The whole logic is described in Algorithm 2. Generally, the scheduler applies the DRR service discipline for inter-tenant fair storage resource allocation. For each slot in use, the scheduler tracks if its outstanding I/Os are completed and free the slot when the operations are done. When the chosen tenant is in the deferred list then the callback function tries to open new virtual slot. If it succeeds, then the tenant is removed from the deferred list, added to the active list. For each tenant in the active list, the scheduler will accumulate the deficit value, and move to the deferred list when there are no more available virtual slots. Here, the basic quantum for a deficit is 128KB (the maximum IO size). As described before, it also takes the write cost into considerations and uses the weighted IO size.

Credit-based Flow Control. Our protocol is integrated with the NVMe-oF submission and completion command processing (Algorithm 3). Upon issuing a request, if there are enough credits, the command is sending to the target side, and the inflight count is increased; otherwise, applications receive a busy device signal, and storage I/Os will be scheduled later. When receiving a NVMe-OF completion request, it first processes the NVMe-OF command, extracts the credit value, updates the latest credit amount, decrease the inflight count, and then resumes storage workloads via callbacks.

Note that all credit manipulation operations are atomic.

Algorithm 3 Credit-based flow control inline with the NVMe-oF request processing

C.1 Dual Token Bucket for Read and Write

We describe the detail algorithm of the dual token bucket here (Algorithm 4). A burst submission of write I/Os should be avoided since it causes a latency spike even under moderate bandwidth. Gimbal employs a token bucket algorithm in the rate pacing module to mitigate the burstiness. A single bucket for both read and write
does not prevent the burst submission because the DRR IO scheduler in Gimbal does not reorder read and write I/Os so that it is possible that only a single kind of IO operations may be dequeued in a series. Gimbal has only one target rate which is the sum of read and write bandwidth and it is significantly higher than a desirable write bandwidth. Therefore, the single bucket approach would submit write I/Os at a wrong rate and cause severe latency increments in this case. Hence, Gimbal employs a dual token bucket algorithm. There are two buckets for each read and write. Tokens are generated by the target rate and then distributed to each bucket according to the IO cost. Specifically, out of the total generated tokens, the amount of $\frac{\text{write cost}}{\text{write cost}+1}$ is given to the read bucket and the write bucket receives the remainder or the amount of $\frac{1}{\text{write cost}+1}$. Lastly, we allow overflowed tokens to transfer between each other. Thus, dual token bucket offers the flexibility in rate pacing mechanism while avoiding the burst submission of write I/Os for write intensive workloads. Our dual token bucket works globally and applies to all tenants. Algorithm 4 in Appendix describes the token update procedure in detail.

**Token bucket size.** Gimbal does not reorder I/Os when dequeued from the DRR scheduler. As a result, one bucket needs to wait for the next IO if (1) the dequeued IO is not for the bucket and (2) the other bucket does not have sufficient tokens to submit the IO. A smaller bucket size would cause one bucket drops lots of tokens during the wait time. Since the read bucket typically waits for the write bucket, a small-sized one would hurt read bandwidth. On the other hand, a large bucket size allows the read bucket to accumulate tokens during the wait time, increasing the read bandwidth.

**Algorithm 4 Dual Token Bucket**

1. procedure update_token_buckets()
2. max_tokens ← 256KB
3. avail_tokens = target_rate × time_since_last_update
4. read_tokens += avail_tokens × $\frac{\text{write cost}}{\text{write cost}+1}$
5. write_tokens += avail_tokens × $\frac{1}{\text{write cost}+1}$
6. if read_tokens > max_tokens then
7. write_tokens += read_tokens - max_tokens
8. read_tokens = max_tokens
9. if write_tokens > max_tokens then
10. read_tokens = write_tokens - max_tokens
11. read_tokens = min(read_tokens, max_tokens)
12. write_tokens = max_tokens

We evaluated the range from 128KB to 512KB and set the size to 256KB empirically, which provides a fair bandwidth allocation for read/write under a mixed-I/O workload.

**Appendix D Characterizing JBOF Multi-tenancy**

This section characterizes the multi-tenancy support for today’s SmartNIC JBOFs. In the disaggregated storage environment, different IO streams interact with each other along the IO path, and will impact their performance. We categorize interference factors into three types, i.e., IO intensity, IO size, and IO pattern (read v.s. write, random v.s. sequential). We then use controlled experiments to demonstrate how each factor affects a storage stream performance and causes unfair resource sharing. Our experiment setup is described in Section 5.1 and we use the fio [9] utility plus the SPDK fio plugin. Note that (1) fio NVMe-oF clients run on different client servers, and read/write to the same NVMe SSD; (2) we use dedicated NVMe-oF target cores to handle different fio streams.

**IO intensity:** indicates how frequent a storage stream issues IO requests to the remote storage. We configure two competing fio storage streams with the same IO request size and read/write type. Both streams can maximize the SSD bandwidth alone, but they differ in the iodepth (i.e., the number of outstanding IO requests) where stream1 issues twice the number of requests as stream2. Figure 19 reports the results for 4KB random read and 16KB sequential write, respectively. On average across different IO sizes, stream1 achieves 2.0× and 1.8× more bandwidth compared with stream2 for two cases, respectively. This is because the NVMe-oF target receives more requests from stream1, and submits more NVMe commands to SSD device queues. As a result, stream1 obtains more bandwidth share than stream2.

**IO size:** presents the read/write block size of an NVMe-oF request within a stream. Again, we configure two competing fio storage streams with the same read/write type and iodepth (which
is large enough to saturate the remote bandwidth). The IO size of stream1 is 4KB, and stream2 gradually increase its size. We report the achieved bandwidth of stream1 under four cases in Figure 20. Even though two storage streams would submit the similar amount of requests into the NVMe drive, apparently, large IO occupies more bandwidth for any of the random/sequential read/write scenarios. For example, in the case of random read, when stream1 and stream2 are both 4KB, each stream takes around 850.0 MB/s. When a 4KB stream1 mixes with 64KB stream2, stream1 only uses 91.0MB/s, while stream2 achieves 1473.0MB/s.

This is due to the head-of-line blocking impact coming from inter-leaved different typed I/Os. The larger the IO size is, the more latency degradation one would observe. For example, considering random read under sequential write, the average/p99.9 latency of the 128KB case is 1.7× and 2.6× higher than the 4KB case, respectively. Further, the curve becomes flat in Figure 22 after 16KB because stream2 has saturated the maximum write bandwidth. Therefore, to isolate different storage streams, one should also take the read/write distribution and carefully monitor its dynamic execution costs at runtime.

Appendix E RocksDB LSM-tree

RocksDB [20] is based on an LSM-tree data structure, consisting of two key components: Memtable, an in-memory data structure that accumulates recent updates and serves reads of recently updated value; SSTable, collections of sorted key-value pairs maintained in a series of levels. When the memtable reaches the size limit, it is persisted as an SSTable by flushing the updates in sequential batches and merging with other overlapping SSTables. Also, low-level SSTables are merged into high-level ones via compaction operations. $L_0$ SSTables contain the latest data, while $L_1, L_2$ contain the older data. Files within each level are maintained in a sorted-order, with a disjoint key-range for each SSTable file (except in $L_0$, where each SSTable file can span the entire key-range). Data retrieval starts from the Memtable and will look up multiple SSTables (from level 0 to high levels) until finding the key.

IO pattern: refers to the type of IO request (e.g., read or write, random or sequential) of a storage stream. Since the NVMe SSD presents distinct execution costs for different typed I/Os, when they mix, one would observe significant performance interference in terms of latency and bandwidth. We set up two competing fio streams with the same adequate IO depth and IO size where stream1/stream2 performs read/write, respectively. As Figure 21 shows, compared with the standalone mode, stream1 only achieves 38.9% and 27.3% bandwidth (on average across different IO sizes) for random and sequential cases when mixed IO happens. This is mainly because the read/write request handling within the SSD has lots of overlapping [75, 78], such as device-level IO request queue, FTL engine, write cache, flash chip controller for accessing the planes, etc.

Next, in terms of latency, we run a 4KB random read stream, and couple with another stream issuing random/sequential writes, varying its IO size (Figure 22). We also repeat the same experiment by mixing a 4KB sequential write stream with a random/sequential read streams (Figure 23). Adding background traffic (stream2) definitely hurts the average and tail latency of the frontend one (stream1).